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Advanced panel
with internet control

FREE!*

*Order a new Agrico centre pivot
with an Advanced control panel and get your
Internet control subscription FREE for the
first 24 months.
Contact details: Sales & Support | c: +27 83 455 5423
t: +27 21 950 4111 | f: +27 21 950 4208 | sales@agrico.co.za

More than 100 years’ service

Sales and Service with branches across Southern Africa:
Aliwal North | Bellville | Bethlehem | Bloemfontein | Brits | Caledon | Ceres | Christiana | Cradock | De Doorns | Douglas | Ermelo | George | Hartswater | Humansdorp
Kakamas | Kimberley | Kokstad | Lichtenburg | Lusaka | Mkushi | Nelspruit | Nigel | Nylstroom | Paarl | Pietermaritzburg | Piketberg | Rawsonville | Tzaneen | Upington
Vredendal | Wellington| Winterton
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Editorial Comment

More land for the refugees
gees doing well in farming activities but
limited by land availed to them, yet on the
other hand local rightfully have plenty.

try needs to consider giving more to refugees, for more and healthy harvest and
support food security efforts.

Authorities’ immediate solution would be
to give more land to refugees, though the
decision has potentially to spark tension
in the medium to long-term, as the native
citizens are bound to demand the land
back for citizens empowerment.

Skills transfer will obviously take years,
but hunger and massive food security are
already knocking on our doors, thus the
request and plea for refugees to be given
more land.

Alternatively skills transfer has to occur,
locals should tap on knowledge being exhibited by refugees, so they can fully exploit the vast land they own to bountifully
produce for the nation.

Andrew Maramwidze (Editor)

W

ith food security issues
becoming a concern the world
over, it is paramount for
government to support those willing to
scale up their farming activities.
In this edition, we carry a story of refu-

So much can be done in our agriculture
sector, the potential is huge and only appropriate method to harvest the potential
are required.
Government should find a way to equitable distribute land among the locals and
refugees, create a convenient skills transfer programme and possible ensure local
lead the whole process.
The land resource belongs to native citizens but with looming hunger, the coun-

Meanwhile agriculture authorities should
engage, youth centers, schools and community at large to find appropriate ways
to activate skills transfer between the two
communities.
In the meantime giving more land to refugees would translate to a rise in the country’s production, unless natural disasters
fail us.
Let’s us hope authorities will find an immediate solution to this challenge.
Remember to send us comments, opinions and letters.
Enjoy the read!

Every drop is precious
Your B·BBEE Level 1 Partner
KSB has been providing pumps and valves for more than 60 years to the farming community
and other industries in South Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa.
Our pumps and valves help farmers to get the water where it is needed. Whatever the
agricultural application, KSB - the right partner for you

>Our technology. Your success.
Pumps• Valves· Service
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News Briefs
Cyclones, storms brings misery to Sofala farmers

47 million food insecure in SADC

Farmers in the Sofala province are no longer able to make a
living and sustain their families through agriculture.

Southern Africa is suffering widespread food and nutrition insecurity, the latest synthesis report on the bloc’s state of food and
nutrition security has revealed.

The development comes after three major disasters in just two
years, as farming is a key livelihood that has been badly affected
by the cyclones and storms.

According to data, from ten SADC member states, an estimated
47.6 million people are food insecure, which is a 5.5 percent
increase from last year and 34.3 percent above the five-year average.

“We live by farming,” 24-year-old Catarina Joaquim Ukanga.
“From there, we get crops to sell and have some money. But
lately, we are not having a good harvest. Rice and corn are not
producing well,” she added.
Statistics indicates that 75 percent of Mozambicans work in agriculture, planting crops like sugarcane, cassava, maize, sweet
potatoes, rice, sorghum and potatoes.
Yields increase attributed to Chinese support
Sino-African agricultural cooperation has gained momentum in
recent years, due to its encouraging progress.
New technologies developed by Chinese experts resulted in
a 20 percent increase in the yield of potatoes at the Mozambique-China Agricultural Technology Demonstration Center.
As a result the technology is expected to be promoted in suitable areas across the country to benefit more farmers, according to China’s Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs.
Govt urged to approve genetically engineered maize
Kenya, Ethiopia and Mozambique could soon commence planting genetically engineered maize that is tolerant to drought and
voracious pests like fall armyworm, subject to regulatory approval.
Denis Kyetere, outgoing executive director, African Agricultural
Technology Foundation (AATF) said here was urgency for African governments to create a conducive policy and regulatory
environment to facilitate uptake of agricultural innovations at the
small-holder level, boost food security and rural incomes.
Kyetere said that ongoing efforts to transform cassava value
chains in Nigeria, Zambia, Uganda and Tanzania through mechanization and agro-processing have boosted yields and income
for local farmers.
Cotton industry aim for sustainable soil management
The Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) has entered into a partnership
with the Global Soil Partnership (GSP) in a bid to promote more
sustainable soil management in the cotton industry.
Together they will undertake two pilot projects - Soil Doctors,
a farmer-to-farmer training programme, and Recsoil which rewards farmers for the amount of carbon sequestered in soil.
The GSP, part of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, was established in 2012 as a way of developing strong interactive partnerships and collaboration between
stakeholders working with soils.

The report further said food and nutrition insecure communities
require urgent assistance in the form of food and/or cash-based
transfers.
In addition, social protection programmes and shock-responsive social safety nets are expected to be scaled up, incorporating gender perspectives.
Cotton yields fail to prop up economy
McKinsey Global Institute (MGI), the business and economics
research arm of McKinsey has predicted a significant increase
in cotton yield.
The researchers attribute the increase to cotton’s preference for
warm temperatures. However, maintain that the higher volatility
for corn is extremely problematic and counters the benefits of
higher cotton yields—as most corn in the country is grown for
domestic consumption and more economically important than
cotton:
With a 25 percent single-year decline in corn yields, McKinsey
estimates that Mozambique’s economic output would decline
2.5 percent even after accounting for an increase in cotton
yields.
AFAP, Fertilizer Canada to boost rural farmers’ potential
The African Fertilizer and Agribusiness Partnership (AFAP) and
Fertilizer Canada are launching a new initiative to support smallholder sub-Saharan African farmers, particularly women and
youth.
Planned interventions will see a marked improvement in socio-economic well-being and income earning potential for over
80,000 smallholder farmers in Ethiopia, Ghana, and Senegal.
The collaborative effort is part of the Global Affairs Canada-funded 4R Nutrient Stewardship (Right Source @ the Right
Rate, Right Time, and Right Place ®) project in Ethiopia, Ghana,
and Senegal being implemented by Fertilizer Canada and the
Co-operative Development Foundation of Canada.
The partnership will run for three years with the possibility of an
extension depending on the results. During this period, AFAP
and Fertilizer Canada will design agriculture interventions that
incorporate the 4R Nutrient Stewardship, a Canadian concept.
“Fertilizer Canada is pleased to be partnering with AFAP in creating new opportunities for smallholder farmers by advancing
sustainable and resilient agriculture practices,” said Clyde Graham, Executive Vice President at Fertilizer Canada.
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Cover Story

Maratane refugees need
more agriculture land

U

nited Nations High Commissioner for Refugees’ (UNHCR) latest
assessment has identified that
refugees in the Maratane Refugee Camp
have less access to land than the host
community.
The refugees have bemoaned being allotted smaller plots of land than the host
community.
“This limited land access constrains their
ability to increase agricultural outputs, improve productivity, and achieve sustainable livelihoods and food security,” said
UNHCR, calling for interventions aimed at
increasing access to land and land size
for refugees as well as increasing land
tenure security for landowners.
On the other hand, the host community
while owning more land and are more
diversified in farming, UNHCR says the
host community are more likely to practice subsistence farming and less likely to
use agricultural inputs such as fertilizers
that can help increase output.
“Interventions to improve refugees’ and
6

hosts’ access to agricultural inputs, markets and technical assistance are needed
to enhance productivity and crop output,”
said UN.
UN believes that promoting crop diversification, especially among refugees, who
are less diversified, will also improve food
security and income diversification.
In addition, UN says promoting joint agricultural programmes for both communities could lead to productive partnerships
that utilize the comparative strengths of
host members’ ability to own larger plots
of land and refugees’ knowledge in using
agricultural inputs.
“Such joint cooperatives could help contribute to progress towards self-reliance,
inclusive economic development among
refugees and hosts, and peaceful co-existence.”
The Maratane camp in Mozambique, established in 2001, hosts about 9,500 refugees and asylum seekers mainly 63 percent from DR Congo and 32 percent from
Burundi and the remaining from other na-
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tionalities such as Rwanda and Somalia.
Also living in the settlement area are
16,390 people from the host community,
who directly rely on the settlement for essential services that are provided by the
government and are supported by UNHCR.
Meanwhile UNHCR believes promoting
joint agricultural programmes for both
communities could lead to productive
partnerships that utilize the comparative
strengths of host members’ ability to own
larger plots of land and refugees’ knowledge in using agricultural inputs.
According to UNHCR the collaborations
could include training on how to use agricultural inputs such as fertilizer, increased
access to quality agricultural inputs and
initiatives that promote land sharing and
pooling their resources together.
“Such joint cooperatives could bolster
inclusive economic development and
peaceful co-existence,” said UNHCR.

www.moz-agri.com

General News

€990,000 grant to boost agricultural value
chains

A

frican Development Bank (AfDB)
and the Italian Technical
Cooperation Fund has provided
a €990,000 grant to help smaller agro-processing enterprises boost production and
quality control.
The project will enable the businesses to
better tap into national and regional markets and capitalize on the opportunities
created by the African Continental Free
Trade Area (AfCFTA), Confederation of
Business Associations of Mozambique is
the implementing agency.
“We are pleased to receive this grant
from the African Development Bank and
the Italian Technical Cooperation Fund,
which will benefit about 300 agro-processing and agribusiness small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) associations in Mozambique, particularly youth
and women-led SMEs operating along
the development corridors of Nacala-Beira-Pemba-Lichinga,” said Dr. Agostinho
Vuma, President of the Confederation of

Business Associations of Mozambique,
at the ceremony to hand over the grant
funding.
“The grant is apt to further step up the
intense bilateral relations in the agriculture area built through the many projects
financed by the Italian cooperation and
that it can act as a catalyst to extend it to
the private sector where it exists a huge
and largely untapped potential,” said Italian Ambassador Dr. Gianni Bardini.
African Development Bank country manager Dr. Pietro Toigo noted that the grant
would provide critical support to Mozambique, especially amid the socioeconomic
challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.
“We are pleased to partner with the CTA
and the Government of Italy to support Mozambican SMEs recover from
the COVID pandemic and scale up their
competitiveness, as part of the African
Development Bank’s commitment to help

www.moz-agri.com								

			

Industrialise Africa and Mozambique,” he
said.
The project supports the goals of Mozambique’s Country Strategy Paper (20182022), which focuses on two strategic
pillars: infrastructure investments that enable transformative inclusive growth and
job creation, and agricultural transformation and value chain development.
The Minister of Industry and Trade, Dr.
Carlos Alberto Fortes Mesquita, highlighted the importance of such initiatives and
their catalytical role in promoting Mozambique’s agriculture modernization and the
industrialization of critical sectors of the
economy.
Meanwhile the Bank recently approved a
$1 million grant to boost local content and
the development of initiatives of small and
medium enterprises.
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General News

AFAP enters Guara-Gaura resettlement
…boost seed availability

G

uara-Guara village settlement
beneficiaries have been unlucky
enough to be subjected to floods,
cyclones, windstorms and drought, where
they previously lived. Everybody who now
lives in Guara- Guara, no matter their age,
has suffered in the past, having experienced all manner of challenges.
Government was motivated to choose
Guara-Guara for resettlement based on
the fact that it is located higher up and
is therefore safe from bad weather but in
particular from floods.

peared to bring us the seed, we are very
grateful. I was checking the prices, and I
see that they are better compared to the
prices in the cities where we used to go,”
said Jossias.
For his part, the head of Guara-Guara
post, Massada José Mambonda, said
that government had allowed AFAP to enter this territory to help a local seed vendor out of consideration for the farmers.
“We have seen that the activities of AFAP
correspond to government’s plan of promoting productivity,” Mambonda said.

One of the greatest challenges the new
tenants of Guara Guara have faced, has
been the lack of agricultural inputs. Much
of the seed that was donated had weak
germination power, which continued a
vicious cycle of poverty for these people
who had resettled to find a better life. A
local producer, Paulo Jossias, said that
Guara-Guara was the right place to set up
the shop. People here need quality seeds
to start their lives again.

Augusto Nhama, owner of the GuaraGuara inputs shop called Mbeu Yacanaca,
said he had accepted the challenge of
representing the farmers by distributing
inputs as he realized the importance of
this product in his community.

“We live in a situation of extreme poverty.
Seedless poverty becomes hell. Now that
organizations like African Fertilizer and
Agribusiness Partnership (AFAP) have ap-

Nhama said that AFAP sponsored a series of training courses that allowed partnerships to be established between more
agrobusiness companies to build on the

8

relationships already established with the
community.
“Mechanisms have been created so that
there is no shortage of farmers. And there
is enough quality seed and fertilizers for
all producers,” he added.

“It is not easy to live in a place where seed
is rare. It is not easy to be in front of many
people who live with outstretched hands,”
Nhama said.
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Starke Ayres seed now available in Komatipoort
On Monday the 3rd of August Starke Ayres opened a new Depot in the Mascor Building in Komatipoort. Only a few kilometres away from the Mozambique and South Africa Border post. This will give the Agroshops and Farmers much easier
access to Vegetable seeds.

S

tarke Ayres is the foremost
African specialist and global
supplier of premium vegetable,
flower, lawn and turf grass seed varieties for
commercial and home garden planting. With
over 140 years of experience, we remain committed to continuous growth, innovation, and
superior customer service. Starke Ayres has a
significant marketing and distribution network,
extending from our headquarters in Johannesburg, South Africa, to more than 60 countries
around the world.
Founded in 1877, Starke Ayres is an expert
vegetable, flower, and lawn seed provider. We
specialise in breeding our own seed varieties
and source only the best available stock from
our international suppliers. With our headquarters in Johannesburg, South Africa, we are the
leading vegetable seed supplier in Africa and
preferred international supplier of premium varieties of seed to the professional grower.
At Starke Ayres, our business focuses strongly
on after-sales service, assisting farmers to successfully grow products that can be taken to
market. In order to do so, we use a network of
in-house sales representatives and reputable
agents worldwide. Demand for our quality seed

has led to the establishment of Starke Ayres in
Kenya, Namibia, and Zambia.
Our commitment to quality has resulted in our
Quality Assurance Laboratory being accredited
by the International Seed Testing Association
(ISTA). Our accredited laboratories have proven their technical competence in carrying out
seed testing in accordance with the ISTA Rules
and operate an effective quality management
system. As a Member Laboratory, Starke Ayres
is authorized to issue ISTA Orange International Certificates. Starke Ayres’ strategic focus is
on the development of vegetable seed varieties
that meet and exceed growers’ current vegetable production needs.
We focus on broadening our genetic base and
product range to provide the new genetics that
the market requires.
We endeavour to anticipate future needs
through strategic alliances with various groups,
including direct interaction with commercial
vegetable growers, processors, and vegetable buyers. Our dedicated breeders, research
scientists and vegetable researchers located at
our various research facilities, guarantee that
our capabilities and research focus areas con-

tinue to expand. While our applied breeding is
concentrated at our 6 South African research
stations, Starke Ayres has breeder trial sites
further north in Africa, as well as in USA, Argentina, Brazil, Hungary, and New Zealand.
Disease-resistance and tolerance to abiotic
stresses are important objectives in all Starke
Ayres programmes. As a result, many of its
current commercial vegetable seed varieties are characterized by their uncomplicated
growability.
Starke Ayres does not research, produce or
procure any form of Genetically Modified Organism (GMO) products. In South Africa, all our
seed is regulated by the Genetically Modified
Organisms Act of 1997 (GMO Act) and its subsidiary legislation. The GMO Act places extensive restrictions on the research, production,
and marketing of GMOs.
Guaranteed Quality:
• HIGH GERMINATION
• TRUE TO TYPE
• DISEASE FREE
• SEALED AIRTIGHT
TO PRESERVE
QUALITY

Starke Ayres seed now available in Komatipoort
19 Rissik St, Komatipoort - Mascor

QUALITY GUARANTEED VEGETABLE SEED

CABBAGE
STAR 3317 F1 HYBRID

ONION
RED CREOLE

CARROT
KURODA

TOMATO
TOMATO
STAR 9062 F1 HYBRID STAR 9068 F1 HYBRID

ENQ U IRI E S: MI MMY. PHAK ATH I @STARK E AYRES.COM •

+27 72 898 0549 • W W W.STARKEAYRES.COM
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General News

“

Food heroes are guardians of villages’
food security

Sometimes we are faced with
droughts and other times we have
floods,” says Anita António Candeeiro,
leader of a women’s group of smallholder
farmers in Chemba, Mozambique.
Aside from losing food and income sources, these disasters also often wipe out
fields, making it necessary for farmers to
start from scratch, requiring fresh seeds
to begin anew. This basic necessity, and
arguably the most important part of farming, isn’t as automatic or readily available
as might be assumed.

diseases. Farmers can access this stock
for the next planting season or as a fallback in times of emergency when their
crops have been damaged or destroyed,
a situation that is becoming increasingly
common due to the impacts of climate
change.
In fact, in recent years, Mozambique has
been battered by a multitude of natural hazards and disasters like cyclones,
floods and droughts, directly impacting livelihoods and reversing hard-won
achievements by smallholder farmers.

Seed saving has been the answer for millennia, a practice that farmers and their
families have necessarily undertaken.
However, it is a skill in its own right, and
knowing the proper seed storage methods is vital to ensuring that seed saving
is successful. Seed storage was the weak
point for Anita’s community.

Seed bank access is only granted through
agreement between members. Some of
these seeds can be sold to other farmers within the community or neighboring communities. Currently, the group’s
seed bank has a variety of seeds such as
maize, common beans, cowpeas, peanuts, pumpkin, cucumber and sesame.

“We used to put them in the bags, and
they would rot,” she explains.
On several occasions, they even had to
leave the “field empty” due to lack of
seeds, comments Anita.

In addition to support in building the community seed bank, the group of women
received agricultural inputs and training
from FAO in increasing production on the
group’s farm. Harvest sales and production profits are shared by members.

With funding from the Austrian Development Cooperation and support from
FAO, Farmer Field Schools (FFS) assisted
communities to change this situation by
establishing seed banks and undertaking agricultural conservation techniques.
With this acquired knowledge, Anita’s association Manja Athu, which means ‘our
hands’ in the local language, fittingly put
their hands to good use to collect and
store seeds that could be used in times of
agricultural adversity.

With sales of seeds and sales from the
harvest, this association of women has
managed to increase their incomes. They
are also providing a service to the community that now has a place to go whenever they need seeds for their farms.
“With the seed bank, we are already managing to stock and sell. This is helping us,
also ensuring that our children keep going
to school,” Anita added.

“We used to struggle looking for seeds,
and we couldn’t get them, but now we
have saved a stock,” says Anita.

Like Anita, Belita Randinho is also one
of the “managers” of a community seed
bank, in Chemba district, Sofala Province.
In 2018, Belita joined an FFS named Suinda. This FFS group meets weekly to discuss their farming constraints and identify
solutions, based on the knowledge and
experience of each member. They too established a seed bank to meet the needs
of the community.

In the community seed banks, these valuable inputs are kept safe from pests and

“We appreciate this new approach because every year we faced seeds short-

Selecting varieties most suited for a particular area involves time and some trial
and error, but with the desire to learn and
with technical support, they were able to
identify the best varieties to keep at the
seed bank.

10
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age. After we started the seed bank, we
have seeds guaranteed,” stressed Belita.
Group agreement is the prerequisite to
access. The seed bank is secured using
two keys, one under the custodianship of
Belita and the other the FFS’s president.
“The FFS president has a key and so do
I... . Before we take any seeds, we get together, and there has to be a consensus,”
explains Belita.
In the past three years, FAO has been
working with more than 80 FFS groups
through the project “Increasing the resilience of vulnerable communities affected
by El Nino”, funded by the Austrian Development Cooperation. In Sofala and Manica provinces in the center of the country,
the project established 10 community
seed banks that directly benefit more than
2 800 farmers.
FAO promotes these seed banks as a system to respond to specific shocks or even
structural shortage of seeds as a result of
droughts, floods, pests or diseases. Seed
banks also help to diversify cultivation
and preserve seeds that are most adapted to the environment of their region,
which reduces the risk of total production
failures and contributes to strengthening
a community’s food security. The system
can also help farmers to acquire other
seed varieties, which they often cannot
afford from formal seed markets.
Through solutions like these, FAO works
with communities around the world to increase their resilience to adverse conditions affecting their lives and livelihoods.
This is key to ensuring a community’s
food and nutrition security and their ability to sustain themselves into the future.
Behind all of our food, there is always
someone who produced, planted, harvested, fished or transported it. In the run
up to World Food Day on October 16, we
thank these #FoodHeroes who, no matter the circumstances, continue to provide food for their communities and beyond. There are countless ways to be a
food hero in your community and now is
a great time to start. Our actions are our
future.
www.moz-agri.com
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More women empowerment programmes on
the cards …agriculture, poultry farming among
the list

W

omen’s Empowerment Centre
(CEM) in the southern province
of Maputo has been identified
by government and Ireland for implementation of gender capacity building. The
collaboration is for mobilization of financial resources to support women empowerment programmes.
The centre, which occupies an area of
23 hectares, attaches priority to courses
with great potential to boost women’s
economic entrepreneurship and self-employment such as literacy, dress-making,
professional photography, interior decoration, agriculture, poultry farming, cooking, craftsmanship and others.
Under the signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), government and Ireland will work closely in the promotion of
the rights of women and girls, as well as

gender empowerment. Nyeleti Mondlane,
Minister of Gender, Children and Social
Welfare applauded great strides taken in
the fields of female education and professional training, health and reproductive
and sexual rights, and participation in
leadership posts.
She however warned of continuing challenges in areas such as gender based violence, child marriage and poverty.
“The centre will offer a wide range of
training areas, such as commerce, agriculture, fishing, service delivery, health,
and nutrition,” she said.

erment, because will give them skills and
abilities to create self-employment and
improve living conditions in their communities.
“Investing in the social and economic empowerment of women and girls is, without the least shadow of doubt, the key
to boost sustainable development,” she
declared. In the pilot phase, candidates
from across the country will be selected
according to the potential of the place of
origin, according to the courses offered
by the centre, in order to ensure that as
many people as possible can benefit from
the training.

The Irish High Commissioner to Mozambique, Naula O’Brien, said the partnership
between the two countries represents an
important contribution from the Irish government for women’s and girl’s empow-

Tel. +27 11 613 8587 • Cell. +27 83 333 1224 (Gilda)
E-mail. crates@plasticideas.co.za • Web. www.plasticideas.co.za
427 Southern Klipriviersberg Road, Steeledale, Johannesburg, South Africa
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General News

W

Swapping gold for organic farming
ith unemployment rising due to COVID-19, some
locals have turned to digging for gold in the rivers
of Chimanimani National Park.

More and more people are attracted to the Chimanimani National Park. However it isn’t the natural beauty of the area that draws
them. They visit hoping to find gold in the parks’ rivers.
As the coronavirus pandemic has led to significant unemployment in the country due to increased price of gold, finding the
precious metal among the vast forests has become more appealing. But digging is destroying parts of the woodlands and
polluting the water.
Rather than simply sealing off the area, the local government is
trying to cooperate with the miners. Provided they comply with
regulations and form cooperatives, they will be allowed to continue mining in certain areas outside the park.

W

However, the park administration is not convinced by this approach. Instead, it is trying to create eco-friendly alternative
sources of income for the population such as jobs in organic
farming, livestock breeding and beekeeping. By offering training
as part of this plan, they hope to provide new opportunities and
reduce rural poverty.
Now a new project on the cards Mozambique Conservation
Areas for Biodiversity and Development II (MozBio II) aims to
strengthen the administrations of the national parks in Mozambique and improve conditions for those who live next to the conservation area.
According to authorities, MozBio II is the continuation of its predecessor MozBio I, both programs are funded with $45 million
(€37 million). The money will be used in projects in Chimanimani
National Park and 17 other conservation regions.

Weather hazards, conflict weigh
down crop yields

ith harvesting of 2021 main cereal crops about to
conclude, production is forecast at near-average
level. Authorities said the cereal import requirements
in 2021/22 forecast at near-average level and food prices are
expected to increase amid depreciation of national currency,
at the backdrop of worsening conflict and effects of COVID-19
pandemic deteriorating food security in 2021.
United Nation’s Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) said
the harvesting of the 2021 cereal crops, mainly maize, is nearly
complete.
“Cereal outputs in central and southern provinces are anticipated at average to above-average levels, while outputs in Northern provinces, particularly in Cabo Delgado, are expected at a
reduced level.”
FAO’s forecast of the national cereal output stands at a near-average level of 2.8 million tonnes in 2021, five percent below the
high level in 2020, reflecting the negative effects of weather hazards and the conflict on plantings and crop yields.

ally conducive for planting operations and crop establishment in
the main cereal producing central provinces,” said FAO.
Indications are that between December 2020 and February 2021,
torrential rains and strong winds due to the landfall of tropical
storm Chalane and cyclones Eloise and Guambe caused flash
floods and resulted in localized damage to standing crops in
coastal areas.
In the central inland areas, heavy rains boosted soil moisture
levels and supported crop development and in the southern
provinces of Maputo, Gaza and Inhambane, above-average cumulative rainfall benefited crops in interior areas, while drought
conditions followed by localized floods affected the coastal areas, prompting farmers to replant crops.
FAO says in orthern areas, reduced rainfall amounts between
October 2020 and February 2021 curtailed planting operations
and yields are expected at average levels. In particular, in Cabo
Delgado Province, a well below-average cereal harvest is expected as farming activities have been severely disrupted by the
ongoing conflict.

“Weather conditions during the last quarter of 2020 were gener12
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International News

Free up ‘bottlenecks’ stifling Africa’s agri-food
sector - FAO

U

nited Nation’s agriculture chief
has warned that severe
underfunding of Africa’s agrifood sector has boosted food insecurity
and was hampering the future development of countries across the continent.
“Let’s unblock the bottlenecks that are
holding back potential by increasing coordination and upskilling human capacity in African nations”, urged QU Dongyu,
Director-General of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).
Speaking at the launch of FAO’s latest report, Public Expenditure on Food and Agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa, he added
that funds must also be unlocked and
public finance systems streamlined, “so
that the scarce resources we have do not
go unspent”.
Based on “rigorous analysis over the
last 15 years, made possible thanks to
strong collaboration with our Members in
the region”, the FAO chief explained that
the report brings to light a gap between
long-standing political commitments and
the financial realities facing 13 sub-Saharan countries.
Despite meetings of African Union (AU)

Member States, beginning in 2003, where
they vowed to fuel social and economic
growth by pledging 10 per cent of their
national budgets to food and agriculture,
this undertaking remains unfulfilled.
A survey of the Monitoring and Analysing
Food and Agricultural Policies (MAFAP)
programme, an FAO initiative that tracks
public expenditure in Africa, revealed that
only Malawi has consistently met that target.
In some years, Mali has also achieved it,
but Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Rwanda, Senegal, Tanzania and Uganda, have
never succeeded in doing so.
In some cases, food and agriculture
hover at only three per cent of national
budgets, and on average, little of that is
made available for food and agricultural
development. Insufficient implementing
capacity has also left a fifth of the funding
undisbursed.
According to the report, agriculture is being implicitly penalized.

While acknowledging a “narrow fiscal
space” to expand public investment in
Africa – particularly in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic – he argued that it
was possible to generate efficiency gains
through better spending.
According to the report, the lion’s share
of national expenditure on food and agriculture in Africa subsidizes fertilizer, tools
and other inputs, which Sánchez said
tend to exhibit diminishing returns over
time.
FAO Chief Economist, Máximo Torero has
stressed the importance of generating
quality data to guide agricultural investment decisions, with today’s report being
a significant step along that path.
Moreover, public investments should be
monitored more closely, and their results
used to catalyse private investment.

Marco Sánchez, Deputy Director of FAO’s
Agri-food Economics Division, outlined
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research showing that technical efficiency in agriculture, increases dramatically
as spending nears $80 per capita. And
while it begins to taper off after that, most
African countries come nowhere near that
amount.
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International News

Young Zimbabwean woman empowered
through pig farming By DAISY JEREMANI

A

rmed with little capital, but much
drive to improve her and her
siblings’ lives, Pride Dzirutsa, a
30-year-old Zimbabwean decided to empower herself through a free-ranging pig
rearing project on a farm she inherited in
2017.
Situated in Kadoma, 142 km south-west
of Harare, the once virgin 100-hectare
property is now home to almost 200 Mukota, Duroc and Large White crosses, all
because of Dzirutsa’s never-say-die spirit.
Starting off was not a stroll in the park as
she had just two Duroc sows which she
had bought from the Pig Industry Board
(PIB). She kept returning to the PIB every
month to buy two more sows at a time on
lay-bye. Instead of getting her own boar,
she used the PIB’s extension services to
get her sows to start production through
artificial insemination (AI).
“I started with a few sows. Recommended ratio of sow to boar is 20:1. I knew if I
was to get a boar at that time I would un14

derutilize it, maybe end up losing its mating capabilities. However, I discontinued
practicing artificial insemination when I
reached a reasonable number of sows,”
she said.
The PIB is promoting AI as a cheaper
and effective way of improving genetics
on one’s enterprise. Apart from improving genetics, it also guarantees that each
mating is carried out using viable sperm,
which could sometimes not be achieved
cost-effectively by natural service.
When she discontinued AI, she introduced
a single boar to her sow herd, accelerating her project which she says has helped
her pay university tuition not only for her,
but her two siblings too. Even though she
had a job, the proceeds from it could not
meet the costs to start up a capital intensive farming venture.
The inherited land on which all this production is now taking place was a thick
forest. She lacked resources to clear it
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and build the requisite infrastructure.
However, this did not deter Dzirutsa from
coming up with a plan to make it productive. She decided to keep mixed breeds,
which were cost-effective as they forage
in the uncleared land and there is no need
to use a lot of money for supplementary
feed.
“It just came into my mind several times
when I am out and about that I always
see pigs roaming around, so why can’t I
let the pigs roam around and make it a
commercial way of piggery. That’s when I
decided to start my pastured pigs project
and also putting the knowledge I got from
my grandfather to use,” she said.
As much as she would let the pigs forage for food, it was not the same with the
weaners which she said needed a boost
through supplementary feed for quick
growth.
Mixing breeds has allowed her to harness
www.moz-agri.com

all the desired traits of different breeds to
develop better crossbreed ones.
“I love the Duroc because of its limited
fat when it comes to meat product. The
quality of meat is different from the Large
White. The fat content is found deposited
in the meat compared to the Large White
that has a fat layer under the skin. I love
the Duroc and Mukota’s ability to adapt
to the free-range mode of farming compared to the Large. I mix with the Large
White because of its ability to quickly gain
weight and reach weight required in a
short space of time,” said.
Mukotas are found primarily in Zimbabwe
(with an estimated 70 000 pigs), but also
in Mozambique and Zambia. They are believed to have been introduced in the 17th
century by European and Chinese traders (Bonsma and Joubert, 1952), and are
named after the Mukota region of northeastern Zimbabwe, where they were first
studied in detail.
Along her journey Dzirutsa has been
hand-held by a local philanthropist and
businessman, Killer Zivhu, who not only
introduced her to the PIB, but also helped
her with marketing using his vast online
network once the business was up and
running. Access to viable markets remains one of the biggest bottlenecks that
pig farmers, especially the up and coming ones, face but through Zivhu, Dzirutsa

Grow with
Gundle API
for a secure
future
Gundle plastic
materials are
manufactured
for African
conditions

overcame the challenge.
“He has always been a mentor and advisor to me,” she said of Zivhu.
The farm which at the moment has a
total of 15 breeders with 14 farrowing
sows, one boar, 82 weaners and about
30 growers ready for slaughtering has
been a work in progress. At one point the
farm was getting its water from a source
1,5kms away, but the young farmer has
drilled a borehole and erected paddocks.
Dzirutsa, among a growing group of
young Zimbabwean farmers who has taken up farming in recent years, employs
four people who are helping her pursue
her dream.
At some point young, Zimbabweans
looked down upon farming, preferring
white-collar jobs, but they have now realized that farming can improve their
livelihoods. They are rallying each other
around a number of hashtags such as
#ZimAgricRising, #ZimYouthsinAgriculture and #ChingorimaSomething (Shona language for ‘just plant something’)
on both microblogging sites Twitter and
Facebook.
“In the future I hope to expand my business so I can be a major contributor to the
pig industry,” she said.

Dzirutsa urged aspiring pig farmers not
to be afraid to venture into the business.
Even if they have few resources, she advises, they should be innovative, work
with what they have and forge linkages.
“Do not be afraid to start. Do not be limited by unavailability of resources,” she
said.
*Daisy Jeremani is an award-winning
freelance journalist, based in Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe. And has a strong interest
in agriculture, general development issues, climate change and women’s development.

SILAGE

Engineerd for proven quality and cost effective
solutions in the agricultural, industrial, mining,
leisure and waste disposal sectors.

Long lasting SILEX has greater puncture and tear
resistance and maintains an effective air/rain-tight
seal and ensures less damage to the silage.

GUN MULCH
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South Africa’s most technically advanced plastic
mulch ensures optimal growth and improved yields.

RYDEK reduces frost damage. It is formulated for
short season applications where crops require
protection for one season only.
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Round bale netwrap is manufactured from high quality
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In addition, she wants to build more decent housing for her workers, electrify the
farm and erect a perimeter fence around
the farm.

DAM LINING
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w ww. gundl eapi .co.za

Her dream is not only to grow her pig
rearing business but to also value add
by making bacon, sausages and polony
among other products. Plans are also
afoot for her to establish a butchery and
abattoir at the farm and take advantage
of the its proximity to Kadoma, a city
which is just 2.5km away thus vastly cutting down on her transport costs to the
market. Having her own abattoir will also
reduce her dependency on the slaughter
market.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Packaging
Cucumber shrink
Fumigation sheeting
Brick covers
Pond liners
Pool covers
Planting bags
Ground covers

• Truck liners
• Damp and
waterproof sheeting
for construction
applications
• Roofing undertile
• WeedStop
spunwoven
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Companies & Markets

John Deere introduce the beast
...the biggest tractor in town

D

esigned to maximise time in
the field while optimising yield,
the new 9R-Series is the latest
contender for the largest, strongest and
most technologically advanced John
Deere Tractor on the market in Africa and
the Middle East.
The new 9R-Series offers maximum power and state of the art precision ag technology. Equipped with all of the original
9R specs, the upgraded 9R-Series lineup
is the only tractor series on the market offering a wheeled (9R), two-track (9RT) and
four-track (9RX) configuration to ensure
optimum performance, effectiveness and
efficiency on all types of soil. It enables
farmers to cover more ground in less time
with greater accuracy and quality and reduce their operating costs, all while enjoying a larger, more comfortable cab.
In addition, the new 9R-Series Tractors
come equipped with the revolutionary
John Deere PowerTech™ 13.6L (830-cu
in) engine.
Designed for enhanced performance
and reliability, the all-new 13.6L engine
offers 390-590 horsepower, optimal fuel
efficiency and robust engine capacity
throughout your day.
“We achieve this by leveraging a
high-pressure common-rail (HPCR) system and a hydraulic fan drive. The 13.6L
engine offers 13.5 percent more horse16

power than the 13.5L engine, three percent more fluid efficiency, 50 percent less
engine noise, a 27 percent improvement
in repairability and a 13 percent reduction
in maintenance costs,” said John Deere
officials.
The new 9R-Series is also designed with
the strenuous daily activities of farmers in mind. Delivering ultimate operator
comfort and convenience, the operator
station now provides you with extended
headroom, a wider entry path, a larger
integrated refrigerator, new seat options,
touchscreen radio, footrests and more. All
9R-Series Tractors offer the choice of Select, Premium or Ultimate cab packages
to choose from.
“At John Deere, we understand that farming begins before sunrise and ends well
after sunset. We have designed the new
9R-Series to include new visibility packages for added operator convenience.
These three new visibility packages provide additional lighting, sunshade and
camera options to ensure you are comfortable during extended working periods,
regardless of the time of day.”
With the new 9R-Series, one will always
be on schedule thanks to the increased
max ballast, designed for maximum traction and drivetrain efficiency.
“But what does this mean for you as a
farmer? Reduced slip, increased power
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at the drawbar and best of all, increased
productivity.”
To keep operators on track, all the new
9R-Series Tractors include a Gen4 Command Center, AutoTrac activation and
JDLink™, which features an all-new StarFire 6000 Integrated Receiver.
With JDLink™ connectivity, as soon as
the new 9R leaves the factory, it is ready
for action. JDLink™ provides farmers with
John Deere Connected Support™ and
expert alerts to help ensure that your tractors operate without interruption. Please
refer to your John Deere Dealer for JDLink
™ and Wireless Technology Approvals.
The StarFire™ 6000 Integrated Receiver is designed to reduce setup time by
eliminating terrain compensation module
(TCM) calibrations.
With reduced pull-in and remote software
download times, you have enhanced precision and control. All receivers are fully
serviceable and upgradable to newer
generations. Closing off the integrated
technology is the highly recommended
Gen4 4600 CommandCenter™ Automation Activation 4.0.
All integrated technology is country-specific depending on in-country requirements and prior approvals by John Deere.
Contact your John Deere representative
for more information on availability.
www.moz-agri.com

NaanDanJain Irrigation Ltd. is the leading global producer and provider of
tailor-made irrigation solutions. The company offers the widest range of
cost-effective and customized technologies across more than 120 countries
worldwide. With over 80 years of experience, NaanDanJain designs high
quality solutions that deliver increased productivity per unit of resources.

DRIP | MICROSPRINKLERS | SPRINKLERS | IRRIGATION ACCESSORIES
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Insight & Analysis

I

Farmers, Ferraris and harvesting good
investments in Africa By KELETSO SETIMELA*

n April 2012, legendary US investor
and market commentator Jim Rogers
made a bold pronouncement: Farmers,
not bankers would be the next group driving Ferraris and Lamborghinis.
In a popular interview with Forbes magazine, he said: “More people in America
study public relations than study farming.
We have no farmers. You went to Princeton; nobody you went to school with became a farmer. I went to Yale; nobody I
went to Yale with became a farmer. The
average age of farmers in America is 58
years old. In Japan, the average age is 66.
In Australia, it’s 58.”
Fast-forward to 2021 and while there are
not a lot of sports car-owning farmers on
the African continent [yet], the investment
case for the agriculture sector is intact.
The issues that Rogers touched on in
this interview are incredibly relevant today. The training of young farmers on the
continent, access to infrastructure and
the rising cost of agriculture and ‘soft’
commodities are all likely to be catalysts
for the sector over the next decade. Considering that Africa holds more than 60
percent of the worlds uncultivated arable
land and the sector counts for roughly 1215 percent of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) for the continent, it is critical that
we embrace strategies for growing this
part of the economy.
Looking at our deal pipeline for the bank
and our ongoing engagements with clients, forward-thinking entrepreneurs and
investors are prepared to take a 15-20
year view on the continent. Agriculture for
the most part has been a shining light for
the continent and the investor community
and governments have recognised that
agriculture is a driver of a couple of key
aspects:
To fully realise the benefits of the agri-opportunities on the continent, this investment in infrastructure is critical. Consider
for a moment that 55 percent of the cost

18

of agricultural products exported from
Malawi consists of transport costs while
approximately 20-25 percent of all cereal
products produced on the continent are
lost in the logistics chain. South Africa
has a very real challenge in that Transnet
is our major mover of maize products but
only has capacity to move 40% of the
grain for export to the ports – the rest is
forced to be moved via expensive trucking routes. We have often heard that it is
cheaper to transport maize from the USA
to Cape Town than from Viljoenskroon to
Cape Town.
Until we can build critical capacity in
these areas, African produce will prove to
be expensive and unreliable. Sub-Saharan Africa remains a net importer of food
and is missing out on the solid increases in commodity prices. This impacts the
ability of countries to secure valuable foreign exchange revenue that governments
require to fund budget deficits. Fortunately, the continent is recognising that investment is required and there are a number
of success stories that we can reference.
The cashew nut industry in Kenya is getting the attention it needs after decades
of regression as a result of government
taking an investor- friendly stance toward capacitating this strategic sector. In
Tanzania – which currently imports 50%
of its sugar requirements – government
has deemed this commodity a strategic
one. 5000 hectares and the equivalent
of R1.5bn has been set aside to develop
local capacity. We expect this investment
in the entire sugar value chain to have a
profound effect on the local sector here
and build a product which will be export
ready in the next decade. The Tanzanian
government has also realised the folly of
interfering in the Cashew nut sector and
has taken a much more investor friendly stance. Countries like Mozambique,
Rwanda, Malawi and Uganda have also
seen private and public sector investment
in infrastructure rise and we believe that
this will receive a further kicker from the
improvement in intra-Africa trade.
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The fertilizer sector is another one that
offers significant growth prospects and
countries like Zambia are vesting heavily
here. For context of the scale of the opportunity, the average fertilizer application
per hectare across the globe is 142kg. In
South Africa, this currently sits at 66kg
and sub-Saharan Africa is 19kg. Closer to
home, we have seen a bumper in citrus
crops and this represents a very significant export opportunity. While government often comes in for criticism, feedback from the industry suggests that the
proposed investment in port infrastructure is expected to pay dividends and being well received by the local citrus value
chain.
There are significant challenges, but the
traction is seemingly in the right direction.
A key question that is often asked – primarily by our South African clients – is
around the contentious issue of property
rights and whether this is holding back
investment on the continent. This question is closely followed by the one about
security and whether this is impacting investment appetite, particularly in light of
recent events in Mozambique.
The short answer is that while these issues are topical and important, as far as
we can see it is not something which has
significantly dampened appetite for investment in major agri-projects, financially strong agribusinesses are still investing
for the long run. While we haven’t quite
reached the farmers in sports cars stage
in the development of local agriculture,
there is no question that this is one of the
economic bright spots on the radar and
there are some very exciting projects that
can be funded in the coming years. As a
Pan-African bank specialising in the agri
sector, we look forward to working with
our clients to facilitate their growth as we
usher in a bold new era.
*Setimela is Absa Bank Botswana Head
of Business Banking
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NAANDANJAIN DripKit

GRAVITY-POWERED DRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEM

NDJ DripKit is the ideal solution for the irrigation and fertigation of small plots.
This comprehensive kit allows small holders to achieve better yields, using
their existing resources.

BENEFITS
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•
•
•
•
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•

Increased yields
Increases water use efficiency
Improves water and fertilizer distribution
Reduces manual labor
Reduces evaporation and run-off
Reduces weed growth
Eliminates wetting of the foliage, reducing fungal diseases

APPLICATIONS

• Irrigation and fertigation of small plots up to 500 m2
• Adequate for all crops, such as vegetables, cereals,
pulses, fruit trees, and herbs
• For open field or greenhouse installation

FEATURES

• Two different models: 250 m2 & 500 m2
• Fully gravity-powered - no need for pump or power
source
• Full kit supplied in one box
• Easy assembly and operation - no need for previous
experience
• Fully modular - can be easily disassembled and stored
• High quality NDJ accessories & 12 mm dripline
• Resistant materials for application of soluble fertilizers
• Suits any plot shape within the size range
• Special male/female take-off for easy lateral plugging
when only partial irrigation is required
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Feature

Save energy and irrigate more profitably with
AGRICO’s GPS based Web Control

A

grico recently introduced a new GPS controller, with which pivots can be controlled on Agrico’s well-known internet
application. By controlling pumps according to the specific need of the pivots, heaps of energy are saved.

DEVICES ON THE INTERNET
Advanced Rain Pivot Control and Pump Control connect irrigation devices to the Internet on Agrico’s Rain interface. The whole
system is managed easily and accurately.

Agrico Pivot with internet control. On the cell phone screen one can see how pumps and pivots are controlled on the same application.

This screen grab illustrates the functionality of the system, making it easy to operate large irrigation systems with various pivot points,
pumps, dam levels, valves, irrigation blocks etc. on a single platform.

20
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NEW GPS MODULE
AGRICO’s new GPS can be installed on
any electrical pivot. The position of the
last tower is determined accurately. The
pressure can be monitored at the end of
the pivot point and with AGRICO Pump
Control and a VFD (variable frequency
drive) the pressure can be controlled
automatically and accurately.
THE VALUE OF PRESSURE CONTROL WITH AGRICO’S GPS MODULE
Here is a real example of a pivot, with
a large height difference between the
highest and lowest points:

See the green cylindrical Agrico control unit, with its GPS antenna on the last tower of
another make pivot.

Shows the energy required with pressure
control (in green) and the 28% energy
saving (in red), compared to when no
control would be applied.

This is a Google image with 2 m contours.
The graph shows the height profile on the
circumference. The total height difference
is 21 m and the maximum height is 13 m
higher than the average height. The white
section on the graph represents, potential
energy savings that can be achieved with
pressure control.

The following graph shows how the
Agrico system accurately controls the
pressure, according to the need of the
pivot. The spray package requires a
minimum pressure of 100kPa at the end
of the machine for correct, uniform irrigation.
Traditionally, the irrigation system is
then designed with a constant inlet
pressure to continuously meet the maximum pressure requirement (at the highest point); about 450kPa in this case.
However, the pressure at the centre can
be varied between about 240kPa and
450kPa due to the topography to exactly meet the pressure requirements and
thus save energy.

The graph shows how the Agrico control
system automatically responds by varying
the inlet pressure at the centre (the solid
red line) to continuously maintain the required pressure at the end of the machine
(the blue dotted line). The actual end
pressure is also indicated (solid blue line)

Since the pressure is controlled not to
fall below the threshold values and the
spray package is equipped with pressure regulators, the volume of water applied is constant, despite the slope.
Power (kW) is the product of pressure
(kPa) and flow (l/s). The power required
for the pump (s) during irrigation is
therefore directly proportional to the
pressure applied.
The total energy for one revolution of
the pivot is equivalent to the area under
the pressure curve. The following graph
shows how much energy is required for
one revolution with AGRICO’s automatic pressure control, versus the energy
that would be required if no control is
applied. The energy saving with Agrico’s
GPS pressure control, for this real case
is more than 28%.
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AGRICO Web Control offers the best
technology:
• Dynamic System Pressure - With this
integrated solution, pressure can be optimized automatically, with huge energy
savings.
• Positioning - Better accuracy by
means of optional GPS.
• Security - Web Control utilizes the
latest user and device authentication
to increase security. User rights can be
granted individually. Complete record of
all user actions is kept for audit purposes.
• Increases irrigation efficiency through
accurate control.
• Facilitate the operation and management of the irrigation system.
• Reduce energy consumption and increase profitability.
• 24 Months free internet control subscription with each new controller. SMS
communication is optionally available.
• Updates with the latest software versions, via the internet.
• The product is supported by a 24/7
technical helpline.
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